Identifying Cross-Platform Integration Issues

Perform root-cause analysis that spans multiple products and platforms by using cross-platform integration services and resources from SAP. We strive to help you get the answers you need as efficiently as possible.

Check out our cross-platform integration tools and resources designed to help you troubleshoot integration issues quickly and easily.

Performance Analysis
Identify performance bottlenecks with our performance analysis capabilities.

- Trace ABAP performance (ST12)
- Conduct SQL analysis (ST05)
- Benefit from workload monitor analysis (ST03N)
- Analyze your hardware (ST06)

ABAP® Platform Analysis
Get an overview of performance factors for platform tools that support the ABAP programming language to analyze and troubleshoot them individually.

- Learn how to analyze work-process performance issues
- Troubleshoot enqueue performance and enqueue time
- Analyze remote function calls

Web-Based Interfaces
Use a variety of Web-based-interface tools to locate bottlenecks in the presentation layer.

- Learn about HttpWatch and how to trace packets
- Analyze performance issues in your CRM user interface
- Find out how to troubleshoot a slow customer portal

Network Analysis
When network performance is not optimal, access our troubleshooting guide and network analysis tools.

- Solve network problems with tools such as NIPING, netstat, ipconfig, and Wireshark
- Determine if your integration issue is between your database or presentation layer

Follow SAP Product Support on Twitter, WhatsApp, and Facebook.